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This report is written from the perspective of an informed observer at the  
Aspen Institute Roundtable on Spectrum Policy. Unless attributed to a particular person, 

none of the comments or ideas contained in this report should be taken as embodying  
the views or carrying the endorsement of any specific participant at the Roundtable.



Foreword

Shortly after the presidential election, the 2012 Aspen Institute 
Roundtable on Spectrum Policy (AIRS), “Spectrum as a Resource for 
Enabling Innovation Policy,” met on November 14-16, 2012 to con-
sider ways that spectrum policy in the coming four years should enter 
into the larger concern for improving the economy through innova-
tion.  That is, how can spectrum policies help create an environment 
that makes it easier for innovators to use spectrum as a resource for new 
technological goods and services?

The 32 leading communications policy experts who met at the Aspen 
Wye River Conference Center in Queenstown, Maryland began by assess-
ing the state of spectrum in the United States.  Considering the recom-
mendations of recent reports from the National Telecommunications 
and Information Administration and the President’s Council of 
Advisors on Science and Technology, participants identified problems 
facing new entry and innovation today.  They then recommended 
solutions, looking specifically at the interstices between licensed and 
unlicensed approaches, new measures to foster innovation, spectrum 
sharing/flexibility and new institutional arrangements to manage these 
solutions.

As the following report details, the discussions were lively, knowl-
edgeable and at times, contentious. Throughout the report, the 
Roundtable rapporteur, William Webb, sets forth eleven recommen-
dations that he gleaned from the conference dialogue to guide future 
spectrum policy development with regard to facilitating innovation. 
While these recommendations generally reflect the sense of the meet-
ing, there were some opponents to the viewpoints recorded and there 
were no votes taken. Accordingly, participation in the dialogue should 
not be construed as agreement with any particular statement in the 
report by the participant or his or her employer.
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Executive Summary

As we enter the fifth year of the financial crisis, with growth below 
trend levels and unemployment high, there are frequent calls for 
innovation as a way to spur growth and resolve societal problems. 
Innovation in telecommunications has been strong in the last few 
decades, and growth in mobile data, apps and similar areas is extremely 
high, suggesting this is a promising area for the future. 

All wireless communications require radio spectrum; this entry and 
growth barrier is often seen as a block to innovation. A group of experts 
met at the Aspen Institute in November 2012 to consider whether 
changes to spectrum policy might stimulate innovation and investment 
in wireless technologies, networks and solutions.

Innovation can be defined as the successful exploitation of new ideas. 
The exploitation is often much more difficult than the generation of the 
idea, particularly where it involves regulatory change—this is an area 
where spectrum policy makes a difference. Innovations can broadly 
be characterized as incremental improvements or disruptive changes. 
Incremental improvements typically happen within the existing frame-
work—for example, these might include carriers deploying small cells 
to enhance their capacities. Disruptive change often happens outside 
of the conventional framework and can be facilitated by flexible and 
innovative spectrum policies. Recent spectrum policy initiatives have 
tended to concentrate on aiding incremental innovation—for example, 
by making additional spectrum available on a licensed model such that 
carriers can expand network capacity and upgrade technology to the 
latest generation of cellular standard. The work of this group focused 
on disruptive ideas that could better be served by changes to policy.

Disruptive ideas are often introduced by new players. This phenom-
enon is sometimes characterized as the “innovator’s dilemma”1  in that 
the existing players are disincentivized toward changes that reduce 
their revenues and profitability. Previous successful new entrants 
include Nextel’s nationwide push-to-talk solution and Wi-Fi hotspots. 
Unsuccessful examples include Northpoint’s idea of reusing satellite 
spectrum; ultra wideband as a new way of sharing licensed spectrum; 
LightSquared as a new operator; and WiMax as a solution for mobile 
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broadband. That there are failures should not be surprising. Many 
innovations fail, and a lack of failure often points to a lack of ambition. 
These examples all include a mix of new companies, new spectrum 
access methods and new business models. Understanding the chal-
lenges they face can help determine where policy change would most 
likely reap benefits.

It may be difficult to attract the funding needed for disruptive ideas 
to compete with established ideas with proven track records, especially 
where it entails a change in infrastructure. It can be hard for an 
entrepreneur with a new idea to raise sufficient funding to successfully 
bid for prime spectrum against the more established players with 
previously demonstrated business cases. Instead, those with new ideas 
often seek innovative spectrum access methods that allow them low- to 
no-cost access to spectrum to reduce the barrier to entry. In some cases, 
provision of a new spectrum access method can stimulate companies to 
think up new ways of making use of that spectrum. There is evidence 
that this is happening with the TV white space spectrum. 

Clearly the existing methods of auctioning exclusive spectrum are 
still needed to support incremental innovation in established markets. 
But perhaps more can be done at a spectrum policy level to provide a 
wider range of spectrum products. Those with new ideas could then 
better match their spectrum access method with their needs and fund-
ing constraints. Broadly, the work of the group was to search for gaps 
in the existing models of spectrum access (such as licensed, unlicensed 
and experimental) for areas where innovation is not currently well-
served.

The recent President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology 
(PCAST) report recommended shared access to federal spectrum. The 
stimulus for the PCAST work was to find methods to liberate additional 
spectrum in response to calls for 500 megahertz (MHz) to be repur-
posed to mobile broadband. The PCAST report showed that repurpos-
ing federal spectrum is very difficult, but it also found that more rapid 
access might be possible on a shared basis. The report considers a range 
of sharing mechanisms and defines a range of new spectrum products. 
These include unlicensed access to federal bands, secondary-licensed 
access, database access and the concept of licenses with lifetimes cover-
ing a wide time range—from months, to years, to decades. 
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The PCAST recommendations, when coupled with other policy ini-
tiatives including maintaining the clearance and auctioning approach, 
enable a “staircase” access to spectrum. This allows start-ups with lim-
ited resources to initially test their ideas using an experimental license. 
They can then transition to early commercial service using free unli-
censed access, perhaps in TV white space. Next, as business grows, they 
can move to shared licensed access to federal spectrum for a moderate 
fee. Finally, as the full potential of the business becomes clear, they can 
acquire spectrum at auction in a conventional manner. 

While many of these concepts have previously been set out, the devil 
is in the details and similar ideas in the past have often stalled at the 
implementation phase. Hence, ways to facilitate implementation and 
practical suggestions as to how to move ahead in complex areas are 
needed. After all, it is pragmatism rather than idealism that tends to be 
at the core of the best innovations. 

This report proposes the following eleven recommendations to 
facilitate the staircase function, make the final step of the staircase more 
flexible, ease the development of new technologies and deployment 
of networks through governmental initiatives, help commercial and 
government spectrum users to work more closely and transparently 
and move towards a better overall spectrum management framework. 
Specific recommendations appear in the following chart. 
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Recommendations to Guide Future Spectrum Policy Development

1. Review whether more can be done with the current experimental and 
short-term licenses. The goal is to enable innovative solutions to easily 
gain access to spectrum for initial testing purposes.

2. Establish predetermined “share-ability” characteristics of bands of fed-
eral spectrum that have commercial interest, including predicted time 
and location availability, any issues in implementation and potential 
receiver problems. This would help spectrum users readily assess 
whether any federal sharing might be suitable for them.

3. Continue to seek ways to clear the “undergrowth” of unnecessary 
restrictions within existing licenses.

4. Increase flexibility in secondary-market transactions by looking at new 
approaches, such as enabling parties to negotiate some changes to their 
licenses without the need for recourse to the regulator.

5. Develop and implement a wireless model city framework that can 
be tailored by city officials and innovators to facilitate initial deploy-
ments. Consider whether existing funds can be used to provide some 
money to assist deployment.

6. Divert a portion of Federal Communications Commission (FCC) fees 
to a research and development (R&D) innovation fund directed to 
applied research on the spectrum efficiency of federal systems.

7. Seek a set of practical ways for commercial and government users to 
work more closely together, sharing data about spectrum use as well as 
the spectrum itself.

8. Find ways to better align personal and departmental incentives for 
more efficient spectrum use, especially for government users.

9. Encourage and assist the FCC in implementing a Web-accessible 
receiver parameters database through their current dashboard (stan-
dards as well as actual receiver implementations).

10. Operationalize flexibility and sharing within the FCC and the National 
Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA).

11. Further explore methods that might help achieve an enhanced insti-
tutional framework for spectrum management across the commercial 
and federal spectrum.
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Spectrum as a Resource for Enabling 
Innovation Policy 

William Webb

Introduction
As we enter the fifth year of the financial crisis, calls for innovation as 

a vehicle to engender growth are stronger than ever before. Innovation 
is perceived as a way to create growth and jobs, both directly through 
new concepts and companies, and indirectly through improved pro-
ductivity and other associated benefits.

Telecommunications, and specifically wireless communications, is 
one of the most promising areas for innovation. This is due to recent 
technologies: Wi-Fi has changed the way we use computing, smart-
phones have changed behavior and tablets have delivered new ways of 
working and playing. Few other areas of the economy can boast such 
change. Many of our most valuable companies, such as Apple, owe 
much of their recent successes to the growth in wireless communica-
tions. The advent of the wireless “app” has allowed the rapid growth of 
tens of thousands of start-up companies and benefitted some existing 
players. 

Wireless data is predicted by Cisco2, and others, to grow by an order 
of magnitude or more over the coming decade. There have been mas-
sive investments in wireless networks to deliver greater speeds and 
lower latency. These investments yielded the new tablet (“phablet”) and 
other hand-held devices, ever better screens and processors, enhanced 
operating systems and many other advances that use these networks. 
There is good reason to predict that wireless communications will 
continue to deliver innovations that are extremely important to our 
economy and lifestyle. But no wireless communications can occur 
without access to radio spectrum. If this is highly costly, it can deter or 
delay the deployment of new technologies and applications.

In November 2012, a group of experts in wireless communications 
and spectrum policy met at the Aspen Institute to discuss how the 
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management of radio spectrum could be modified to facilitate and 
encourage innovation in commerce and communications. The intent 
was to consider innovative new approaches to spectrum management 
that would ensure the continued expansion and migration to new tech-
nologies of important existing wireless networks (e.g., CDMA2000 to 
4GLTE) while enabling unfettered access for innovative new ideas—a 
difficult balancing act. 

This report provides a record of these discussions and the conclu-
sions that were reached. Not all recommendations were agreed upon 
by all participants, and there were no votes taken. Thus, attendance 
at the meeting does not imply assent by any of the participants to any 
particular point. Rather, the report reflects the rapporteur’s general 
sense of the meeting, noting where appropriate any major differences 
of opinion.

Background
It has long been recognized that the regulation of telecommunica-

tions can have an impact on innovation, both positively and negatively. 
Many regulators express their desire to promote innovation, while 
others have had specific duties to encourage innovation added to their 
mandate. However, innovation can tend to take a backseat to complex 
issues.

Ofcom’s work on innovation3 

In a sponsored piece of work,4 the United Kingdom’s Office of 
Communications (Ofcom) considered how it might best fulfill its duty 
to encourage innovation. It broadly concluded that innovation occurs 
naturally in an open and competitive economy and that the role of the 
regulator is to ensure that as few obstacles as possible are put in its way. 
This generally means minimizing regulation but intervening in any 
areas where the competitive marketplace is being distorted—for exam-
ple, by anti-competitive behavior. There might be some useful roles 
that governments could perform, such as stimulating pre-competitive 
research and facilitating knowledge transfer so that information is read-
ily available to those considering innovating.
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The role of unlicensed spectrum

It has been clear for many years that access to spectrum is needed 
to deploy new wireless technologies and services. In the mid-2000s, 
researchers started to consider what spectrum-access regimes might 
be best for the encouragement of innovation. Ofcom’s Spectrum 
Framework Review5 noted that unlicensed spectrum, or spectrum com-
mons, appeared to be an area that enabled people to try innovative new 
ideas; however, access to licensed spectrum was needed for the deploy-
ment of new networks. The Review noted that some degree of balance 
was appropriate, although it was unclear precisely how to define that 
balance. Subsequent work by Richard Thanki6 and others7 attempted 
to place a value on the use of unlicensed spectrum and to identify areas 
where it led to innovative new services. A report by Plum Consulting 
showed that unlicensed spectrum appeared to have an economic value 
greater than licensed spectrum, suggesting that the balance between the 
two was too heavily biased toward licensed—although this was a con-
tentious view that was far from universally accepted, with other reports 
indicating the opposite outcome.

By 2012, the use of unlicensed spectrum as one mechanism to allow 
innovation in wireless was clear. It is equally clear that licensed spectrum 
has played a significant role in innovation and that additional spectrum 
is needed to meet growing customer demand for data usage. Finding a 
way to balance these two needs continues to be a challenge to regulators.

Spectrum crunch, presidential mandate and the FCC response

The often-reported dramatic growth in wireless traffic levels stimu-
lated by data usage on smartphones, tablets and laptops is known as 
“spectrum crunch” and underlies much of the spectrum management 
activity since 2008. This growth is well-covered in other reports from 
Aspen spectrum debates and elsewhere. The pressure this growth placed 
on wireless networks resulted in a call from the National Broadband 
Plan and from President Barack Obama8 for the provision of 500 MHz 
of additional spectrum by 2020. Similar calls were made in other coun-
tries. In finding this spectrum, policies that encourage innovation have 
not always been at the forefront of regulatory thinking. Simply respond-
ing to the needs of previous innovation has been sufficient so far.
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Finding and repurposing spectrum is always problematic and 
becoming ever more so as spectrum is increasingly congested. Achieving 
the presidential mandate is very challenging for all. In a recent 
speech,9 Federal Communications Commission (FCC) Chairman 
Julius Genachowski described how the FCC met a midterm target to 
liberate 300 MHz by 2015 through a mix of policies and spectrum 
bands, including:

1. Auctioning 75 MHz of advanced wireless services (AWS) spec-
trum in 2013

2. Removing restrictions on use of 70 MHz of spectrum—40 
MHz of mobile satellite spectrum and 30 MHz in the wireless 
communications service band

3. Using incentive auctions to free up more spectrum in the ultra 
high frequency (UHF) bands, although the amount here is 
unclear—perhaps 100 MHz

4. Using spectrum sharing—predominantly TV white space—to 
provide additional spectrum access; the amount is hard to 
define.

Whether this really does liberate 300 MHz of spectrum is open for 
debate. Many of the bands discussed are being “modified” rather than 
“liberated” and outcomes, especially on points three and four above, 
are far from certain.

While many of the spectrum management policies that achieved 
this outcome are innovative in their own right, arguably they do little 
to encourage innovation in wireless. They might enable further 4G 
deployment by providing the capacity needed for smartphone traf-
fic growth and by allowing innovative new applications and uses. 
However, it is less clear if the liberated spectrum will lead to the deploy-
ment of radically new wireless technologies (as opposed to important 
enhancements of existing ones). Hence, those interested in new ideas 
tended to look elsewhere.
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White space access and the PCAST report

Since the early 2000s, researchers and others have looked for ways to 
overcome problems with spectrum availability. One of the solutions is 
shared spectrum access—whereby users temporarily access spectrum in 
licensed bands that are not being used by the license-holder. This found 
its first implementation in TV white space (TVWS), where unlicensed 
access to spectrum is enabled in the UHF TV band as long as it avoids 
interference to TV reception and other licensed and preferred usages 
in the band. In 2012 the FCC published a series of rules culminating in 
approval of the first TVWS databases and devices. Commercial services 
are expected to be deployed in TVWS in 2013, with proposed applica-
tions to include rural broadband, machine-to-machine (M2M) and 
enhanced Wi-Fi.

An influential report from the President’s Council of Advisors on 
Science and Technology (PCAST)—published in mid-201210—broadly 
suggests the extension of white space access techniques into govern-
mental spectrum. It recommends that 1,000 MHz of shared access 
be immediately identified and made available on a three-tier sharing 
basis—where the tertiary tier is a lightly licensed use of the spectrum. 
The report suggests that this is the only practical way of gaining access 
to spectrum currently used for federal applications, but it also notes 
that this provides promising ground for innovative wireless technolo-
gies and services. While this suggestion was generally welcomed, not 
all Roundtable participants agreed with its conclusions and some 
expressed concern that pressure needed to be maintained on clearing 
spectrum as well as pursuing the alternative approach advocated in the 
report.

Receiver standards

The experience of spectrum management disputes of recent years—
such as LightSquared in the United States and interference to digital TV 
in the United Kingdom—shows that inadequately performing receiv-
ers can be unduly affected by transmissions in neighboring bands. In 
some cases, this can prevent the repurposing of frequency bands. This 
is particularly problematic for technologies and services that were not 
anticipated when receivers in neighboring bands were designed.
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At present, receiver performance is generally not mandated. In some 
cases, relevant standards—such as those for 4G issued by the 3GPP 
standards body—will set out specifications for receiver performance. 
Although these specifications are designed to ensure neighboring sys-
tems using the same technology can work together, they are rarely suf-
ficiently specified to accommodate different technologies in neighbor-
ing bands. Because manufacturers often have an incentive to produce 
equipment at the lowest cost possible, receiver performance can often 
be compromised—with resulting problems for spectrum management.

This issue has been acknowledged for many years, and there has 
been much debate and discussion as to how it might best be resolved. 
However, it is a difficult issue and, to date, no consensus has been 
achieved. For example, it may be appropriate in some cases to have 
poorly performing but very low-cost receivers, perhaps in disposable 
devices. These may not operate satisfactorily in all cases, but because of 
the low cost it is accepted. Mandating a rigorous receiver performance 
might limit this market. Even where top performance is required, if the 
regulator were to set too rigorous a standard, it might result in unneces-
sarily expensive consumer equipment, thereby inhibiting market suc-
cess. Suggestions for tightening receiver specifications over time require 
commensurate advances in radio frequency components and design, 
which are uncertain.

The previous Aspen Institute AIRS publication and the FCC 
Technological Advisory Council explored this. Both noted that there 
are many viable suggestions, including some measure of spectrum 
usage rights that can guide receiver manufacturers and license terms 
that make potential interference clear. 

Present-day position

By late 2012, the recent wave of innovation in wireless devices, 
policies that provided additional spectrum and new approaches such as 
smaller cells and Wi-Fi off-load led many to think it might just be pos-
sible to accommodate the rapid growth in wireless usage. Some began 
thinking about the next wave of innovation, including enhanced per-
sonal communications systems, mobile augmented reality and many 
other ideas. Since much of the spectrum that could conceivably be 
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repurposed had already been taken, it became clear that enabling fur-
ther innovation requires a different approach. The work of PCAST and 
others suggests that additional innovation can be encouraged through 
unlicensed or lightly licensed spectrum access. Shared spectrum access 
using authorization database principles appears to be one mechanism 
to achieve this, although its use remains embryonic and restricted to 
the United States.

It was against this backdrop that the attendees at the Aspen Institute 
roundtable considered how spectrum policy could encourage more 
innovation in wireless communications. The resulting report is laid out 
in three main sections:

•	 Innovation	 in	 Telecommunications.	 The text begins with a 
brief discussion of innovation in telecommunications, explor-
ing the differences between incremental and disruptive inno-
vations. Current spectrum policy appears effective in enabling 
incremental innovations, but more can be done to enable more 
disruptive ideas.

•	 A	 Range	 of	 Spectrum	 Products.	 While it is not possible to 
predict what disruptions might occur, making available a wide 
range of different spectrum products is likely to aid those with 
innovative new ideas. In particular, participants explored new 
concepts based around sharing.

•	 Overcoming	Implementation	Difficulties.	Ideas are one thing, 
implementation is another and changes in the area of spectrum 
policy have often proved difficult to implement. This report 
explores the problems and sets out some possible solutions to 
implementation difficulties.

Innovation in Telecommunications
Innovation is sometimes defined as “the successful exploitation of 

new ideas.” Often the exploitation is much harder to accomplish than 
the idea generation. This is particularly true in wireless systems where 
access to spectrum is a critical element of the innovation. And, inno-
vative ideas often fail—for example, start-ups typically have a success 
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probability of about 10 percent. Any policy that encourages innovation 
should expect to see many failures.

There is a difference between innovation in the underlying wireless 
bearer and innovation on top of existing bearers. Many of the innova-
tions that consumers would point to in wireless are examples of the lat-
ter, including smartphones, apps, mobile versions of Google and so on. 
These all make use of continuously evolving wireless networks, such as 
3G networks and Wi-Fi nodes. Innovations in the wireless bearer hap-
pen less often but are continuous (from 2G Global System for Mobile 
[GSM] to 3G High Speed Packet Access [HSPA] to HSPA+ to 4G 
Long Term Evolution [LTE], all in the matter of a few years) and often 
lead to multiple downstream “over the top” innovations. Examples of 
new wireless technologies, bearers and networks include cellular data, 
Global Positioning Systems (GPS), Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. To illustrate 
this point further, the deployment of the GPS satellite system was 
an innovation in wireless networks that led to myriad “over the top” 
innovations in satellite navigation products and apps that make use of 
location.

It is predominantly innovations in wireless bearers that would be 
enabled through radio spectrum. However, distinguishing among these 
different types of innovation is not always clear-cut.

Innovation and the market

A market-based framework provides incentives for companies to 
innovate—it enables them to profit from their ideas. Moving outside 
such a framework could lead to market distortions, potentially impact-
ing the majority of companies within the framework. Equally, innova-
tion—especially of disruptive ideas—is so difficult that there is an argu-
ment for assisting those with innovative ideas. Indeed, this is already 
often done by governments through vehicles such as tax policy. Making 
changes to specific areas of spectrum policy to encourage innovation 
might be appropriate, even if difficult to prove within a conventional 
economic framework.
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Incremental and disruptive innovation

Innovation and investment occur both in larger, established compa-
nies and smaller start-ups. This is an important point since direct access 
to licensed spectrum is generally perceived to be more practicable to 
large entities that can afford auction fees and associated costs rather 
than smaller companies.

There is limited evidence as to which type of company innovates 
most. Anecdotally, recent innovation awards say some 85 percent 
of entries came from small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). 
Equally substantive innovation in wireless usage has flowed from the 
operators investing in 3G and 4G networks. Innovation has also come 
from large companies like Apple, which provide equipment and app 
stores that are able to make good use of the new networks. Larger, 
established players are likely to be the ones that introduce incremental 
innovations that make small, valuable improvements on the current 
position. Truly disruptive innovations are likely to come from else-
where. It is also possible that there is a chicken-and-egg problem in 
that, if spectrum access were much harder for SMEs, then evidence of 
innovation would tend to favor larger companies. 

While both small and large firms contribute ideas, it may not be the 
established players who embrace the more radical innovations. Larger 
incumbents tend to assume that access to piecemeal spectrum for rela-
tively short time periods is of little value. They believe that few equip-
ment providers will invest in and produce consumer equipment avail-
able for such bands with an unproven return. However, for example, a 
private radio solution might be deployed using chipsets, which could 
be developed in relatively low quantities and turned into modules com-
plete with sensors from a number of boutique electronics companies. 
So while it might be true that piecemeal spectrum is not well-suited 
for conventional cellular deployments, it might encourage alternative 
approaches and ideas for making use of the spectrum. As is often the 
case in many areas, those with a deep and detailed understanding of the 
current industry structure, value chain and modus operandi are well 
able to ensure the continued success of their companies, but they may 
be less inclined toward concepts outside of their ecosystem or strategic 
direction.
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One example is the potential deployment of a new bespoke network 
for M2M communications.11 While existing carriers could deploy the 
network, it might be seen as disruptive to their current business model 
(which attempts to use cellular systems for M2M communications) 
leaving carriers with an “innovator’s dilemma.” Instead, it might take 
an entrepreneurial start-up to pioneer this area and to demonstrate 
how a radical new technology might be superior. However, to do so 
requires access to spectrum at low cost. TV white space spectrum 
appears to provide a suitable way ahead in this case and may demon-
strate how the provision of spectrum on an alternative basis to licensing 
is encouraging innovative new models.

The problems with spectrum access for SMEs—for whom mobile-
virtual-network-operator-type relationships are not suitable—are: (1) 
too high a cost to acquire “prime” spectrum at auction in this early 
stage in their lifecycles; (2) a slow and uncertain regulatory process in 
which rule changes are needed (SMEs typically only have a few years 
of funding); and (3) the possibility of license changes or withdrawals 
if problems are discovered with receivers in neighboring bands, as evi-
denced by the LightSquared proceedings.

Conclusions

Innovation comes in many shapes and forms. Much innovation 
is incremental, and the current value chain and spectrum licensing 
approach appears to support this—as evidenced by myriad innovative 
new products, services and applications that have emerged using cel-
lular networks in recent years. Occasionally, there is more disruptive 
innovation in the underlying wireless technology or bearer. This can 
stimulate many decades of subsequent growth and downstream inno-
vation, as has happened with cellular data.

Disruptive innovations often need, or are based around, different 
methods of spectrum usage than conventional systems. This can be seen 
in emerging white space applications and, historically, in approaches 
such as those used by Nextel to build a national spectrum footprint or 
even in the failed attempts of companies like Northpoint and the ultra 
wideband community.12 Making spectrum available in different forms 
and in as flexible a manner as possible might be expected in order to 
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encourage and enable more innovation. Of course, this must be a bal-
anced approach, enabling existing networks and models to continue 
to develop. Just as most of a country’s capital is invested in existing 
companies rather than in start-ups, most of the spectrum should be 
in the hands of proven businesses. But there should be some spectrum 
(and certainly more than exists today) that is available for speculative 
investment. The next section considers how such spectrum might be 
packaged to be more useful in supporting wireless innovation.

A Range of Spectrum Products
Until recently, spectrum was broadly available in two forms: licensed 

and unlicensed. Historically, licensed spectrum was allocated by 
national regulators (the FCC in the United States). More recently it is 
often acquired at auction and confers rights on the owner to be the sole 
user of the band. Unlicensed spectrum is open to all at no cost but with 
no guarantee of availability or freedom from interference. These two 
models served the country well, supporting broadcast consumer-ori-
ented communications and public safety communications needs, and 
more recently, enabling concepts like cellular networks, GPS systems, 
and home, business and campus-wide Wi-Fi. 

Newer approaches are now emerging. For example, TV white space 
allows unlicensed access to licensed spectrum under entry rules that 
prevent interference to the licensed user. The PCAST report extends 
this concept into governmental spectrum and explores variants such as 
secondary-licensed access and shorter-term licensing. 

There are many ways that these new ideas could be harnessed to 
facilitate innovation by enabling a range of different spectrum access 
approaches. These are explored below.

Improving existing products

There are many bands with detrimental rules, which are often a 
legacy from previous years. Clearing through this “undergrowth” might 
make access to some bands considerably simpler. An example of this 
includes the AWS bands. Indeed, this is already being done by the FCC 
(as mentioned in the background section), and the FCC has stressed 
that it is very open to correcting such issues as soon as it becomes aware 
of them. 
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Recommendation: Continue to seek ways to clear 
the “undergrowth” of unnecessary restrictions within 
existing licenses to enhance flexibility.

Typically, license-holders notice problematic restrictions and inform 
the FCC. The FCC then acts to remove them where possible. Making 
this process simple and fast would be helpful.

The staircase concept

Many (but not all) of the participants believed that the problem 
that SMEs and innovators sometimes have in acquiring prime spec-
trum could be resolved by enabling a “staircase” of different spectrum 
access modes.13 The first step might be an easily accessible experimental 
license that allows a small-scale demonstration at no cost. 

Recommendation: Review whether more can be done 
with the current experimental and short-term licenses 
to enable innovative solutions to easily gain access to 
spectrum for initial testing purposes.

This recommendation is not made to solve any perceived problem 
with experimental licensing, which generally works well, but to explore 
whether more could be done to make it readily available to SMEs.14 This 
might be as simple as better publicizing the licenses and simplifying the 
registration process, or it might mean providing assistance in migration 
from experimental licenses onward. Having a mix of brainstorming 
and external research assistance might be a suitable way forward.

The next step in the staircase would be unlicensed access—for 
example, into TV white space. Beyond this, there could be access into 
bands that are shared on a restricted basis for a fee that is less than that 
for sole acquisition of the band. These bands might, per the PCAST 
Report, be federal bands. Finally, having built a successful business and 
demonstrated future potential, it might be financially reasonable to 
acquire prime, auctioned spectrum. 

This staircase concept is still very much in its infancy, and a key 
problem is the lack of liquidity—the limited amount of spectrum avail-
able, if any, at each of the steps—making it a high-risk approach for a 
company. The ideal situation would be like the rental market in a city: 
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Companies would be sufficiently sure that they would be able to find 
larger premises and, when they needed them, would not need to overly 
plan for the transition. Again, there is a chicken-and-egg problem. 
Entities like band-managers are not putting spectrum on the market at 
the various steps in this staircase because there is not a proven need for 
it, but there cannot be a proven need until there is enough spectrum 
on the market to allow companies to start to follow this path. In such 
cases, there might be merit in government intervention to kick-start 
the process.

The PCAST report considers many of these issues and, as a result, 
makes recommendations for some licenses to be of shorter duration 
than the typical 10–20 years. Shared access to federal spectrum under 
PCAST rules might fulfill the criteria for the third step in the staircase, 
and the band-manager of the federal spectrum might be able to place 
sufficient spectrum into the market to overcome the chicken-and-egg 
issue. Hence, shared access to federal spectrum, if set up appropriately, 
could go some way toward stimulating innovation.

Recommendation: Establish predetermined “share-
ability” characteristics for bands of federal spectrum 
that have commercial interest, including predicted 
time and location availability, any issues in implemen-
tation and potential receiver problems. This would 
help spectrum users readily assess whether any federal 
sharing might be suitable for them.

This recommendation would, simplistically, lead to a product 
catalogue of the different types of spectrum available under shared 
access. Each entry in the catalogue might include the date the spectrum 
becomes available, the percentage of availability in various regions, the 
power restrictions, the known sensitivity of receivers in the band and 
in neighboring bands, the price, the license duration if applicable and 
so on. This would reduce the time and risk associated with selecting the 
next step on the staircase.

The final step in the staircase would be licensed spectrum. This could 
be acquired through market mechanisms such as trading or auction. 
However, innovative users might need a change to the license terms 
previously in use.
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Recommendation: Increase flexibility in secondary-
market transactions by looking at approaches such 
as enabling parties to negotiate some changes to their 
licenses without the need for recourse to the regulator.

This relates to occasions when license-holders determine ways 
to improve their licenses by recommending changes that benefit all 
affected parties. These changes currently need regulatory approval. This 
process could be made more efficient with some changes not needing 
approval, some being approved automatically and the process for more 
problematic changes being made clear and streamlined.

Possible problems with the staircase

One concern with shared access is what might happen when spec-
trum access is not available. This could make a system less commercial-
ly viable or, in the worst case, result in consumer harm due to overreli-
ance on a solution that is not sufficiently robust. One way to overcome 
this is band diversity, whereby the device (and perhaps the associated 
network) is able to operate across multiple bands, thus reducing the 
probability of none being available. There would be some merit in 
mandating such band diversity in order to protect consumers and oth-
ers. On the other hand, requiring unnecessary diversity could increase 
the cost to consumers of devices and, if needed, of the infrastructure to 
support it. At this point in time, it is unclear whether such diversity is 
worthwhile. It might be important to monitor the availability of shared 
spectrum and the criticality of the applications deployed in order to be 
able to intervene as needed.

Shorter-term licenses clearly represent a new paradigm—and one 
that fits well with the staircase idea. However, depending on the 
method of implementing these licenses, there may be uncertainty as 
to whether there is a business case for making such an investment 
and whether consumers might suffer harm when their expectation of 
a longer lifetime from their equipment does not transpire. Similarly, 
different types of business models and networks could emerge. For 
example, a provider of private on-site services could establish a contract 
with customers setting out the lifetime of the service and the migration 
approach that would be adopted if there were a move to a different 
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frequency band. Alternatively, devices with a broad tuning range might 
be able to adapt automatically to changing bands.

Use of funding in test cities and R&D

Another concept introduced by the PCAST report is that of a test 
city—that is, a city that provides additional facilities over and above 
those normally available in order to encourage innovation. Ideally, 
an innovator with a new idea could deploy in the city of their choos-
ing—often one close to where they are located—without any need for 
a nominated test city. However, there are many areas of difficulty when 
deploying wireless systems besides spectrum access, including access to 
sites, backhaul, power, other city infrastructure and the general issue of 
permits. A city that promised to ease these problems and perhaps pro-
vide funding or a guaranteed market for wireless services would make 
such a deployment less risky and hence facilitate innovation. 

Ideally, these enhanced forms of access would be provided nation-
wide, but starting in one city might be a more practical way forward. 
The framework for such model cities could be put together in conjunc-
tion with existing bodies, such as the National League of Cities, and 
then completed in conjunction with the municipal authorities, such as 
the city’s chief technology officer. 

Such model cities might require funding to move ahead, and funds 
may already be available for this purpose. For example, the Universal 
Service Fund, which is currently underspent, could be partly repur-
posed toward facilitating innovative deployments of communications 
systems.

Recommendation: Develop and implement a wireless 
model city framework that can be tailored by cities and 
innovators to facilitate initial deployments. Consider 
whether existing funds can be used to provide some 
money to assist deployment.

There might be underinvestment in research and development, espe-
cially in areas relating to federal spectrum, where the economic incen-
tives are not as strong as for commercial use. Taking a small percentage 
of the revenue flowing from auction fees or license fees and using this 
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to fund R&D targeted at improving wireless technology could stimulate 
innovations. Exactly who would administer the funds and what they 
would be used for needs further study15. 

Recommendation: Divert a portion of FCC fees to an 
R&D innovation fund directed to applied research on 
the spectrum efficiency of federal systems.

This current state reflects the reduction in commercial R&D spend-
ing over recent years and the need for early-stage research to stimulate 
downstream development and innovation. There are many models of 
funded research that could be used as a basis to take this forward.

After the Aspen Institute event, roundtable participant Dennis 
Roberson, Vice Provost for Corporate Relations and Strategic Initiatives 
at the Illinois Institute of Technology, gave further thought to the 
framework that might be used for a model city and suggested it be 
based around the following four areas: free and easy physical access for 
experimental use, permitting support, technical support and general 
entrepreneurial support.

Free and easy physical access for experimental use would allow for 
access on fixed passive structures such as light poles, towers, city build-
ings (both outside—the top and sides—and inside pilot deployments), 
parks, public spaces in general, city-controlled tunnels (utility and 
subway), special city-controlled facilities access (e.g., harbors, sports 
arenas, waste processing facilities) and general right-of-way access.  
The access would have active capabilities such as unused or lightly used 
fiber access, access to power sources in venues and potential access or 
shared access to city-controlled wireless spectrum.  It would allow for 
access on vehicles: buses, subways, light rail, public safety vehicles, city 
sanitation and maintenance vehicles like street sweepers, etc. Physical 
access would also guarantee the provision of the power needed to sup-
port the wireless infrastructure in the various fixed, active and vehicle 
environments.

Permitting support would be available at various levels to include:

•	 Municipal	permits:	Support	would	provide	expedited	permit-
ting for experimental use with a fixed time clock for the above 
facilities, ombudsman support (hotline) to help smooth the 
process, the active reduction of the number and the complex-
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ity of the permits required and relevant completed sample 
forms available online. Support could also include assistance 
in handling any appeals that arise, regularly scheduled group 
educational forums to provide both needed information about 
the required permits and the means of accessing the forms and 
contacts for support and on-demand online education avail-
able on an as-needed basis. 

•	 County/state	permits:	City	support	as	described	above	to	iden-
tify necessary county or state permits, to provide education and 
support for speedy completion of the necessary forms and to 
expedite the permitting process.

•	 Federal	permits:	City	continues	the	processes	described	above,	
including education on the relevant federal requirements and 
support for the completion of needed processes, such as a 
Special Temporary Authority to handle use of needed spec-
trum for the company’s new application or system. The model 
city should also have knowledge of the spectrum that is gener-
ally available, not available and might be made available under 
special circumstances.

Technical support could come from municipalities, organizations 
and individuals. City provided facilities could offer support and testing 
infrastructure for handling full-scale, real-world testing. This includes 
equipment, infrastructure and knowledgeable personnel to help set 
up tests and to make sure that the system/equipment to be tested is 
ready for the task. This includes general test guidelines to ensure a 
successful outcome and to ensure that the system does not damage or 
interfere with existing systems. Technical support could also come pro 
bono from local research universities, technology corporations (retired 
wireless technical experts with skills and discretionary time), or even 
technology corporations.  Model cities could also arrange for pro bono 
use of facilities such as screen rooms and open field-test facilities, 
equipment (spectrum analyzers, oscilloscopes, antennas, power meters, 
etc.) for short-term loan or use through an agreement with the city at 
universities, at government operations, or at commercial enterprises.  
Expertise could also be available for hire beginning broadly with a city 
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listing of relevant local facilities and their capabilities and approximate 
costs (as provided by the group—university, government organization 
or company—with responsibility for the facility). The list could be 
further refined to include a city listing of locally available individual 
and company resources across a range of applicable skill sets (e.g., chip 
design; embedded, system and application software; antenna design; 
electromagnetic test resources; system design; quality assurance), also 
information on university contacts for internships, for co-op and per-
manent hires, and for faculty advisors/part-time consultants.

General entrepreneurial support could include incubators with their 
wide range of facilities, educational opportunities, business-plan evalu-
ations, financing support, legal support, public relations and market-
ing support, even meeting planners to facilitate innovative work in the 
model city.

Conclusions

In recent years, a number of new approaches to accessing spectrum 
have emerged or been suggested, including white space and the sharing 
concepts set out in the PCAST report. Providing a range of spectrum 
products seems likely to encourage innovation. In particular, facilitat-
ing a staircase concept of spectrum products and encouraging a liquid 
market in such products could be a powerful tool for enabling innova-
tion. However, there are many potential issues with implementing the 
concepts introduced in this section. Identifying and resolving these 
issues is the subject of the next section.

Overcoming	Implementation	Difficulties

Implementing PCAST

The PCAST report is seen as an influential publication, although not 
all participants agreed with its findings. While the ideas in the report are 
not all new, and many have been voiced before, the timing of the report 
appears promising, fitting well with the current issues and possibilities 
in the spectrum space. However, the ideas in the report will only be 
implemented if they are institutionalized, such as within the National 
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Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA). For 
example, during the Aspen Institute workshop, NTIA reported that 
there has been a test bed for sharing available for three years but that 
it has made little progress. As a result, calling for another test bed is 
unlikely to reap benefits unless a different approach is adopted.16 In the 
National Broadband Plan,17 there was a discussion of sharing, but no 
steps forward had been taken. This is not due to any lack of political 
will, but instead because there is no single person with the authority to 
implement ideas of this sort. Instead, decision-making is dispersed with 
many veto rights, enabling those not in favor to block progress. Having 
a “Chief Spectrum Officer of the United States” or similar highly placed 
official would centralize power, but this might be impractical and lead 
to dangerous decisions around, for example, military issues that might 
not be well-understood by the chief spectrum officer.

Government and industry working together might overcome some 
of these problems and result in a more widespread understanding of 
the issues and data associated with federal systems.

Recommendation: Seek a set of practical ways for 
commercial and government users to work more 
closely together, sharing data about spectrum use as 
well as the spectrum itself.

Successful introduction of these concepts requires incentives for 
those within government, and specifically within NTIA, to be correctly 
aligned. At present, there is little incentive for those using spectrum 
to share it with others. Such sharing adds complexity, cost and delay 
for little apparent benefit. The classic incentive, used widely in the 
commercial world, is profit. Commercial users are assumed to have 
an incentive to share or sell under-used spectrum because of the rev-
enue that might flow to them as a result. It is well-understood that this 
incentive is weak in government. Typically, if a department does raise 
revenue, it is appropriated by the Treasury, either directly or as a lower 
budget settlement in subsequent years. Attempts to apply incentive 
pricing in the United Kingdom have not been particularly successful.18  
Direct monetary payments are unlikely to be useful. The PCAST report 
makes some suggestions for other kinds of “artificial currencies” that 
might be an alternative. But there remains a poor understanding out-
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side the government of the pressures and incentives currently facing 
governmental employees and no clear solution to modify these so that 
appropriate decisions on spectrum can be made. 

Recommendation: Find ways to better align personal 
and departmental incentives for more efficient spec-
trum use, especially for government users.

One way to liberate federal spectrum might be for the government to 
make use of commercial systems where appropriate. This would enable 
the government to shut down its own systems. However, the evidence 
shows that this was already done where possible. For other applications, 
such as military radar, there was rarely an acceptable commercial solu-
tion available. 

There is an incomplete knowledge of the federal use of spectrum 
outside of the government. Closer interaction between government 
and commercial users of spectrum is a way to overcome this knowledge 
gap. Such interaction would facilitate shared understanding and enable 
a better provision of key data needed when undertaking shared spec-
trum activities. This would apply also to discussions between the FCC 
and NTIA, discussions which are often not open to other commercial 
players. Making these more open is an important part of the process, 
fostering a shared understanding of the issues. The database proposed 
by PCAST could hold much of this information and might be a good 
starting point for interaction and shared understanding. However, 
information such as the economic value of spectrum in alternative 
uses—a key enabler in making informed decisions—is missing from 
the proposals for this database.

Enhancing PCAST

More flexible licensing could help enable innovative new ideas, espe-
cially those that require different spectrum access methods. There has 
already been much work on enhancing flexibility over many years, and 
the PCAST team gave serious consideration to this area. For example, 
in some cases, sensing might be used alongside database access, par-
ticularly where updating the database is problematic for operational 
or security reasons. Sensing might also work alone, or with pre-stored 
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versions of the database, in remote cases where peer-to-peer communi-
cations is needed but there is no ability to connect back to the database. 
This is an area for research activities in which new ideas and solutions 
might emerge, and regulations should not prevent this.

Receiver performance

An area of concern among investors and other players is the pos-
sibility of unforeseen issues with poor-quality receivers in neighboring 
bands causing delay and the possible rethinking of usage. Participants 
highlighted this issue due to the difficulties of LightSquared’s proposed 
service causing the potential degradation of GPS receivers. A solution 
to the “receiver standard” problem is beyond the scope of this report. 
However, a practical first step in easing the problem is to create a public 
database of receiver performance—this was recently proposed by the 
FCC Technical Advisory Council’s Receiver and Spectrum Working 
Group.19  This database would allow affected parties to establish early 
in the process of acquiring spectrum whether there might be a potential 
problem. The database could be hosted by the FCC. Inputs would come 
from standards bodies, which would specify receiver performance, and 
from manufacturers of receivers themselves. One issue is that receiver 
manufacturers, or network operators, might consider entry into this 
database as tantamount to a vested right to use the receivers without 
interference; but in general, the experience of LightSquared showed 
that such “vested rights” were already assumed in many cases anyway, 
and there was little to lose.

Recommendation: Encourage and assist the FCC in 
implementing a Web-accessible receiver parameters 
database through their current dashboard (standards 
as well as actual receiver implementations).

Enforcement

In any shared access situation there is a need for enforcement to 
police any issues that might arise. At present, such enforcement is rela-
tively weak. More detailed and credible ways to rapidly act and resolve 
interference issues would go a long way toward persuading users to 
share their spectrum. Enforcement is clearly easier when the secondary 
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users are licensed in some manner, since their details are then available 
to those investigating the issue. This might be an argument for a bias 
toward licensed shared access in some cases. Similarly, sharing is like a 
marriage in that both sides might need to work to make it successful, 
rather than resorting to argumentation and the use of a “kill switch” 
on a sharing database. Mechanisms where shared users could come 
together to talk through perceived problems are needed—another 
example of the importance of the commercial and governmental world 
working much more closely together than has been possible in the past.

Institutional structures

As discussed earlier, institutional structures, arrangements, working 
practices and culture could act as barriers to the implementation of new 
methods of spectrum licensing. 

Recommendation: Operationalize flexibility and 
sharing within the FCC and NTIA.

With the recommendation of joint commercial-federal band shar-
ing, there is logic in the idea of a single entity that manages spectrum 
rather than the current split between the FCC and NTIA. The political 
difficulties inherent in this are substantial. A long-term objective could 
be a framework that provides information; reduces gaming by agen-
cies; creates long-term spectrum, technical and operational expertise; 
and acts as a voice of authority. But there are many obstacles prevent-
ing this, including veto power within the Department of Defense, the 
multiple congressional committees involved, the linkage of existing 
agencies to political overlays and a political bias against establishing a 
new agency.

Politics is the art of the possible, and there are examples in related 
areas of approaches that have been successful. Other potential ideas to 
operationalize flexibility and sharing include:

•	 Zero-based	spectrum	budgeting,	where	an	agency	must	justify	
their allocation every few years or lose it. A variant of this might 
be to set a rule that there is a 5 percent reduction in spectrum 
usage every few years, and then allow trading so those depart-
ments that could not accommodate the loss of spectrum would 
be able to regain it.
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•	 An	annual	 report	 that	 identifies	 the	 implicit	 subsidy	 for	each	
agency from their holdings of spectrum. The report would 
highlight the most inefficient uses and the technical solutions 
available for improvement. It might be possible to allow the 
private sector to put forward innovative ideas with the incen-
tive that they could be paid some of the subsidy saved as a 
result.20

•	 Targets	 could	 be	 set	 based	 on	 use—for	 example,	 a	 spectrum	
occupancy analysis could be conducted on the top 20 cities 
with the least-used government bands.

•	 Establish	 a	 “Spectrum	 Office	 of	 Information	 and	 Regulatory	
Affairs,” which would have involvement with all spectrum-
related issues and provide a single point of oversight for spec-
trum usage and regulation.

•	 Using	a	model	similar	to	the	Bureau	of	Land	Management,	the	
bureau would develop expertise in matching spectrum supply 
and demand. This could be a broker for both federal and com-
mercial purposes.

•	 Mandate	 that	 a	 sophisticated	 federal	 buyer	 must	 make	 all	
purchases of federal radio systems. This would ensure that the 
technology selected is efficient. It could also provide demand 
aggregation across agencies/systems.

•	 Based	on	the	False	Claims	Act,	award	anyone	who	suggests	a	
good idea that saves money and/or improves spectrum effi-
ciency. It was acknowledged that it would be hard to make such 
an approach work.

Some combination of these ideas could be adopted, and they would 
not necessarily need to be implemented simultaneously since sequential 
piece-by-piece change might be simpler to enact.

Recommendation: Further explore methods that 
might help achieve an enhanced institutional frame-
work for spectrum management across the commer-
cial and federal spectrum.
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While flexibility has been widely embraced in principle, there are 
some areas where it has not been so in practice. For example, when the 
FCC received a request for an experimental license in a band used by 
NTIA, the process of gaining approval was often time-consuming. 

Next Steps
Based on the work of the group, as reported here, the author makes 

the following recommendations to guide future spectrum policy devel-
opment. 

Recommendations to facilitate the staircase function

1. Review whether more can be done with the current 
experimental and short-term licenses to enable inno-
vative solutions to easily gain access to spectrum for 
initial testing purposes.

This first recommendation is not made to solve any perceived prob-
lem with experimental licensing, which generally works well, but to 
explore whether more could be done.21 This might be as simple as pub-
licizing the licenses better and simplifying the registration process, or it 
might extend to providing assistance in migration from experimental 
licenses onward. Having a mix of brainstorming and external research 
assistance might be a suitable way forward.

2. Establish predetermined “share-ability” characteris-
tics of bands of federal spectrum that have commercial 
interests, including predicted time and location avail-
ability, any issues in implementation and potential 
receiver problems. This would help spectrum users 
readily assess whether any federal sharing might be 
suitable for them.

Simplistically, this would lead to a product catalogue of the differ-
ent types of spectrum available under shared access. Each entry in the 
catalogue might include, for example, the date the spectrum becomes 
available, the percentage of availability in various regions, the power 
restrictions, the known sensitivity of receivers in the band and neigh-
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boring bands, the price, the license duration if applicable and so on. 
This would reduce the time and risk associated with selecting the next 
step on the staircase.

Recommendations to make the final step of the staircase more flexible

3. Continue to seek ways to clear the “undergrowth” 
of unnecessary restrictions within existing licenses to 
enhance flexibility.

This would be ongoing. Typically, license-holders notice problemat-
ic restrictions and inform the FCC. The FCC then acts to remove them 
where possible. Making this process simple and fast would be helpful.

4. Increase flexibility in secondary-market transactions 
by looking at approaches such as enabling parties to 
negotiate some changes to their licenses without the 
need for recourse to the regulator.

The fourth recommendation relates to occasions when license-
holders determine ways to improve their licenses by making changes 
that benefit all affected parties. These changes currently need regulatory 
approval, but this process could be streamlined with some changes not 
needing approval, some being approved automatically and the process 
for more problematic changes made clear.

Recommendations to fund innovation-friendly initiatives

There are a number of governmental initiatives that could ease the 
development of new technologies and deployment of networks:

5. Develop and implement a wireless model city frame-
work that can be tailored by cities and innovators to 
facilitate initial deployments. Consider whether exist-
ing funds can be used to provide some money to assist 
deployment.

A model city framework is discussed extensively in this report. 
Taking this forward has two elements: the first being the development 
of guidance or a framework that could be used by cities interested in 
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becoming test beds or showcases; the second being an investigation of 
the feasibility of using the Universal Service Fund, or another existing 
fund, to provide the necessary resources.

6. Divert a portion of FCC fees to an R&D innovation 
fund directed to applied research on spectrum effi-
ciency of federal systems.

This recommendation reflects the reduction in wireless R&D spend-
ing over recent years despite the need for early-stage research to stimu-
late downstream development and innovation. There are many models 
of funded research that could be used as a basis to take this forward, 
including greater focus on wireless innovation from the National 
Science Foundation.

Recommendations related to implementing the PCAST report 

This will require care and attention to detail, and the following will 
be essential:

7. Find ways to better align personal and departmental 
incentives for more efficient spectrum use, especially 
for government users.

Monetary incentives do not generally fit well with the goals and driv-
ers of those in government who make decisions related to spectrum 
usage. Finding an effective set of incentives that is a better fit and then 
matching them into the monetary incentives that typically drive com-
mercial use is essential.

8. Seek a set of practical ways for commercial and gov-
ernment users to work more closely together, sharing 
data about spectrum use as well as sharing the spec-
trum itself.

9. Encourage and assist the FCC in implementing a 
Web-accessible receiver parameters database through 
their current dashboard (standards as well as actual 
receiver implementations).
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10. Operationalize flexibility and sharing within the 
FCC and NTIA.

This relates to cultural change such that flexibility and sharing is seen 
as the norm and pervades the working practices of all relevant staff. 
This will likely require strong leadership and change management.

Recommendations for a revised spectrum management framework

As a longer-term goal, a better spectrum management framework 
would be very beneficial:

11. Further explore methods that might help achieve an 
enhanced institutional framework for spectrum man-
agement across the commercial and federal spectrum.

This will likely require careful work by those knowledgeable in the 
current structures, laws and methods of change.

Some of these next steps are hard to resolve in the abstract and might 
better be taken forward through a practical case. The forthcoming FCC 
proceedings on the 3.5–3.6GHz band could be a useful vehicle to do 
this.  In the meantime, roundtable participants clearly see spectrum as 
a resource for enabling innovation policy.  These eleven recommenda-
tions offer a practical guide for moving through some of the complexi-
ties of spectrum policy, with a vision of achieving the country’s next 
great innovations—its new technological goods and services—and new 
institutional arrangements to manage these solutions. 
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regulatory regime appropriate to the new world of video?  The report 
of the 21st Annual Conference on Communications Policy in Aspen, 



Colorado, outlines a series of important issues related to the emergence 
of a new video marketplace based on the promise of Internet technol-
ogy and offers recommendations for guiding it into the years ahead.    
2006, 70 pages, ISBN Paper: 0-89843-458-0, $12.00
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